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hought via many Syrians to be the main influential novel of its time, this primary novel of
Muhammad Kamil al-Khatib is a riveting exam of Syrian political and social lifestyles throughout
the 1980s. With a multi-voiced narration carried, like a river, from one voice to another, al-Khatib
paints concise, bright images of a disparate staff of individuals in Damascus, starting from an
older officer within the Syrian army, to a school scholar coming to phrases along with her
sexuality in a conventional context, to a British Orientalist on sabbatical, to a disenchanted
activist who needs to reconcile his beliefs with the realities of warfare and town life. even though
the particularities of the explored lives can be quintessentially Syrian, the fight among the
generations, among males and women, among state and city, and among victor and
vanquished are overseas in scope.
A Syrian novella, set in Damascus within the early 1980s, exploring the undying issues of tragic
romance, worry of and charm to outsiders, and dealing with modernity. it's very clear, quickly
and simple to learn even though rather sad. the entire characters are visible stereotypes,
however the writer nonetheless manages to precise the complexity of relationships - even
intellectuals are human! A humorous quote: "Understand her, try and understand her. figuring
out [the books] A Saint's Lamp, A chook from the East, Season of Migration to the North, or The
Voices of Suleiman Fiyad doesn't make you smart. What will be shrewdpermanent is to
appreciate Dallal [the heroine]."
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